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Abstract
The creation of atomic structures and the study of the deformation processes through molecular
dynamics simulations have shown many advantages. However, gaps associated with the
development and evolution of microstructure in the coating zone and dynamic processes that
take place during cold gas dynamic sprayed materials still exist. The focus of this study was to
investigate the interfacial deformation behaviours and the mechanism of bonding between atoms
of palladium (Pd) and copper (Cu) composite metal membrane (CMM) using molecular dynamic
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simulations. The results confirmed that asymmetric deformation occurred during cold gas
dynamic spray at the Pd-Cu interfacial region. As the impact time increases, the layer thickness
at the interface also increases. The concentrations of Pd-Cu CMM at the interfacial zone
showed the presence of phase transitions at relatively long impact time. Furthermore, CGDS
deformation was found to be an unsteady and dynamic process. Explicit bond analysis in this
study also has shown that breaking of atomic bonds is not the key mechanism for the initial Pd-
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Cu plastic deformation occurrence. The higher interfacial bonding energy and interfacial

ro

shearing strength at the Pd-Cu CMM interface expressed the bonding strength and compatibility
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-p

of Pd and Cu.
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1.0 Introduction
The mechanism of cold gas dynamic spray (CGDS) is due to the technique of solid-state
deposition. This feature makes CGDS perfect for various applications in engineering involving
composites, ceramic, polymers and metals. The incremental plastic deformation produces by the
effect of impact velocity of the accelerating powder through the converging-diverging nozzle is
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achieved by the pressure gas expansion through the nozzle. Thereby, creating metallurgical

ro

coalescence between the substrate and the particle [1–4]. Particles plastically deform and form a
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uniform layer when they impact the target surface (substrate). The particle/substrate bonding will

re

occur only when the speed of the sprayed particles approaches a level called critical velocity

lP

under some operating conditions [2,5]. Nanoscale cold gas dynamic spraying is a possible

na

technology to deposit or coat nanostructured materials on a substrate surface without any
noticeable effect on their properties or structure [5–8]. The technology has major applications in

ur

the critical fields of engineering including composite metal matrix (CMM), plastic, ceramic and

Jo

metallic coatings [5,7,9,10]. The bonding of materials during the process of cold gas dynamic
spray deposition occurs at the atomic level [11–13]. The material's suitability for CGDS depends
on their mechanical and physical properties, including the strength of the material, density,
melting hardness and melting temperature [6,7,14–16]. Materials such as copper aluminium with
relatively low yield capacity are considered desirable for CGDS because they exhibit relatively
greater softening at elevated temperatures [6,14], whereas the CGDS has not been ideal with
high resistance materials because of the lack of enough deformation capacity.
Research at the atomistic level has drawn increasing attention with the rapid advances in
computer technology and the molecular dynamics (MD) [17–20]. The MD method clearly shows
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several benefits to demonstrate the evolution of atomic structures and analysis at the microscopic
level of deformation mechanisms. It has therefore been used during coating processes to study
phenomena related to plastic deformation. The fact that the complex mechanisms in the CGDS
process take place at the atomistic level within a relatively short time (nanoseconds) can be
explained using MD. In such cases, simulation techniques such as approaches with numerical
methods and finite element analysis (FEA) were also used as an alternative. During the CGDS
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process and thermal spray techniques, FEA was widely employed to understand the influence of

ro

process parameters at the macroscale level [21–23]. The CGDS process was investigated

-p

using ABAQUS/Explicit program, to study the impact dynamics, critical velocities and bonding

re

mechanism [24]. The study concluded that the critical velocity of sprayed material depends on

lP

the preheating temperature, type of sprayed particle, particle size, particle quality and friction

na

coefficient [24]. Thermal process splat formation was studied using a numerical modelling
technique which confirmed that changes in the temperature of the substrate minimize splat

ur

formation [25]. ABAQUS/Explicit, an FEA tool used for CGDS simulation, has shown that the

Jo

production of the shear localization requires minimal initial particle velocity [3,26,27]. It is
widely recognized that when solid powder deforms and plastically deform on the substrate
during CGDS, the actual bonding mechanism is still unclear [26]. According to Assadi et al.
[28], particles adhere solely to the substrate after impact due to their kinetic energy. Their
analysis showed that bonding can be attributed to adiabatic shear instability occurring on or
above the critical velocity of the particle surface. Xie et al. [29] suggested a new theory that
would explain the coating mechanism and interfacial bonding between hard Ni and soft Al
substrates experimentally. They found that metal to metal deformation and interfacial bonding
results from the breaking of cracked oxides reimaging at the interfacial zone of particle/substrate
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by particle peening effects into nano-piece. Hassani-Gangaraj et al. [30], argued that the wellbuilt interfacial strain required for bonding does not essentially need adiabatic shear instability.
They rather propose that the connection of strong pressurizing waves with the unrestricted
interface on the particle edges, a rapid-impact dynamic effect, can produce hydrodynamic
plasticity that binds, without requiring shear instabilities.
Finite element studies cannot adequately describe the deformation mechanism [31].
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During the CGDS process, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is considered to be an

ro

exceptional tool in studying the molecular bonding and deformation processes which occurs at
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the atomic level [32]. The atomic or molecular interaction during MD simulation is evaluated by

re

the classical movement equations. Nonetheless, few studies were reported in the literature using

lP

molecular simulations to investigate the actual mechanisms of deformation and bonding in the

na

CGDS deposition process. One of these research studies used molecular dynamics simulation to
evaluate the effect of particle impact velocity during CGDS on Titanium/Nickel,

ur

particles/substrate coating processes [33]. The analysis showed a stronger bond at the interface of
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the particle and the substrate due to increased impact speeds. MD simulation has also been used
for the study of the structural-property relationship for thermal spray processes [34]. The studies
showed that as the flow fluid Reynolds number increases, the splat diameter and maximum
height increased until a critical value after impact was reached. Aneesh and Sagil [32] studied the
interaction between metal/metal using Cu material to investigate various process parameters, for
example, impact angles, particle size as well as initial impact speed, at the atomic level. Their
findings have shown that the highest deposition efficiency and quality were achieved at the
initial impact velocity between 500 m/s and 700 m/s, 90° impact angle and particle size of 0.2
nm. The stability and structure of Pd particles were studied by Rojas et al. [35] on the Pt [h k l]
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and Au [h k l] surfaces at different degrees and discovered that along with the crystallographic
orientation of the substrate, the Pd adlayers grew pseudo morphically and epitaxially. Another
investigation was carried out by Guo et al.[36] on the Pd islands growth on the surface of Nickel
substrate with orientation [1 1 1] direction. They found out that with 0.4 monolayers or less of
the Pd coverage, 2-dimensional mechanism of the growth appeared while 3-dimensional islands
occur at the higher monolayer. The behaviours of Pd particles in Pd coated Cu wire during
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bonding process were also studied by Zhang et al. [37], and discovered that coating Cu wire with

ro

palladium prevent Cu from oxidation, meanwhile, at first bonds, the shear stress reduces. Oyinbo
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and Jen [38,39]studied the effect of surface roughness and temperature on the bonding

re

mechanism between the palladium cluster and copper substrate. They found out that substrate

lP

surface configurations have a significant impact on the process of deposition and deformation of

na

the impacting clusters. Also, the palladium-copper interface obtained in their analysis shows a
very good mechanical characteristic of approximately (0.70, 0.87, 0.96 and 1.06) GPa tensile

ur

strength at (300, 450, 550 and 650) K.
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It has also been discovered experimentally that during the cold spray deposition process,
adhesion only occurs when the specific sprayed material initial velocity exceeds its critical
velocity [2]. The critical velocity for copper particles with sizes between 5-25 μm is about 570
m/s [14]. An experimental analysis of the velocity of particles and the deposition performance in
the CGDS process with 20 μm Cu powder on an Al substrate with 640 m/s velocity has
established that the particle critical velocity decreases by increasing the particle size, which
resulted from strain hardening effect and heat conduction [24]. Studies with stand-off distance
variations of copper, titanium and aluminium particles between 10 to 110 mm have shown that a
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stand-off distance of 30 mm ensures the greatest possible copper deposition efficiency while
aluminium and titanium deposition efficiency decreases as the distances increase [25,40,41].
Therefore, this study focuses on an MD model of CGDS between Pd-Cu (CMM). At the
interfacial zone, the plastic deformation behaviours and the process of bonding were examined,
and the prevalent determinants of the deformation process discussed. The findings suggest that
the deformation process is promoted by shear plastic deformation and a high shear strain rate at

-p

2.0 Material and MD Simulation Methods

ro

of

the interfacial zone.

re

The interfacial deformation and bonding mechanism of Pd-Cu CMM using cold gas dynamic

lP

spray process were studied using the Large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator

na

(LAMMPS) package [42]. For visualizing and analysing atomistic simulation data, open
visualization tool (OVITO) [43] and coordination analysis [44–46] were adopted. The Cai and

ur

Ye embedded atomic method (EAM) [47] as described below have been used in all the

=
=
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computations of the atomic Interactions.
+

1
2

Φ

(1)

Here, the atoms in the model are labelled i and j where ( ≠ ).

(2)
and

are the distance and

electron density respectively between the atom i and j in the solid. The density,

is the

with respect to atom i. The potential function is

summation of individual atomic densities,
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denoted by Φ

, and the embedding function, F is the energy that is needed to move atom i into

the electron cloud of type .
In Fig. 1, the initial model configuration of a copper layer (bottom) and a spherical palladium
cluster (up). The dimension was set to 30.5nm x 10.85nm x 9.5nm for Cu and 5nm diameter for
spherical Palladium cluster and the lattice constants of fcc structured Pd is 0.389 nm and fcc
structured Cu is 0.362 nm. The contact surface (x y) of Cu are in (1 0 0) plane orientation. The
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interfacial region between the materials was not completely smooth. It has been experimentally

ro

shown that the material surface roughness has an indirect effect on the bonding process. The

-p

surface roughness as shown in Fig 1c displayed the surface unevenness in this study. The

re

wavelength was set to 2.5 nm (1/12 of the Cu layer length) and the maximum displacement was

lP

set to 1 nm. Table 1 explains the simulation conditions for the study. As shown in Figure 1d, the

na

substrate is divided into three regions: (a) the top of the substrate consisting of the surface that is
exposed directly to particulate effects and containing several atomic layers below it; and (b) the

ur

middle bulk region containing several atomic layers that could be maintain during simulations,

Jo

which are therefore used in thermostatic under the conditions of constant temperature; (c) the
bottom of the substrate, a pseudo surface formed by six atomic layers of immobile atoms, which
prevents the substrate to be rigidly displaced due to the particle impact. To prevent interaction
between the nanoparticle and substrate, the particle was positioned 2 nm over the Cu layer
surface. In order to increase simulation measurement performance, the cut-off distance was
adopted. For each atom, Verlet algorithm was used to integrate the Newton motion equation [48]
Eq. (1)-(3). One femtosecond (1fs) integration timestep was taken. For minimizing energy levels
at zero temperatures the system underwent an energy minimization for 0.1 ns. The Nosé Hoover
thermostat [49] was used to stabilize the minimum temperature of 300K close to the base of the
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copper rigid layers in thermostatic zones both for the substrate and particle for 0.2 ns using NVT
ensemble. All other atoms were free to move before the actual deposition of the particle. Figure
1(b) shows the sample equilibrated configuration where the substrate and cluster were set to be
fixed. Along x and y direction, Periodic boundary conditions were implemented, while the nonperiodic boundary condition was set in the z-direction. The initial particle velocity of 500 m/s,
700 m/s and 1000 m/s was set after equilibration in the z-direction. For deformation and bonding

of

to occur, this initial velocity should be greater than the critical velocity of copper and below

ro

particle erosion velocity [50]. The study carried out by Goel et al. [34] with varying initial

-p

temperature revealed that the velocity used in this analysis is less than the velocity of which

re

particle melting is anticipated to occur. This CGDS deposition process takes place in the NVE

lP

ensemble. The molecular dynamics simulation of particle impact in this study was taken to be a

na

process of adiabatic. The radial distribution function (RDF) values were determined based on
atomistic data in the above-drift thermostat line in Fig. 1(d).

ur

The Verlet algorithm [48] was used to integrate the Newton motion equation. Using the
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formula in Eq. 3, the Velocity Verlet-algorithm updates the positions after each timestep ∆
( +∆ ) =

( )+

( +∆ )=

1
( )+ " ( )+
2

where

( )∆ +

1
2

( )∆
( + ∆ )#∆

(3)
(4)

The particle acceleration, following Newton's law, can be calculated at time t using Eq. 5
( )=

" ( )#
%

(5)
9

(e)
(f)
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Fig. 1:Ssnapshot of the simulation model : (a) Plan view configuration of sample (a) Perspective
view showing the velocity of the impacting palladium cluster (c) front view configuration of the
sample (d) Equilibrated configuration at 300 K for 0.2ns (e) SEM surface [51] (f) Morphology of
coating/interface by the microstructure of the coating optical micrograph [51]

Table 1: Schematic MD simulation calculation plan

Cluster

4508 atoms

ro

Materials

of

spherical Pd cluster (diameter 5 nm),

re

50 ps

Timestep

1 fs (0.001 ps)

Number of steps

50,000

Particle diameter

5 nm

Impact velocity

500 m/s, 700 m/s, 1000 m/s

Angle of impact

90°

Initial Stand-off distance

2 nm

Boundary condition

pps

Potential used

Embedded-atom-method (EAM) [47]

Initial temperature

300 K

lP

duration of simulation

Jo

ur

Operating conditions

9.5nm approx., 301,816 atoms

na

Substrate

-p

rectangular Cu 30.5nm x 10.85nm x

Substrate

Crystal
100

Orientation
Ensemble

NVT

11

for

equilibration,

NVE

for

dynamics

3.0 Results and discussion
3.1 Interfacial Structure and deformation Behavior
The atomic configuration at the interface of Pd-Cu CMM is captured in Fig. 2(a)-(d) at
impact time histories of 5, 10, 25, and 50 ps to describe the evolution of interfacial deformation

of

behaviour. After the occurrence of excitation, a certain atomic deformation appeared at the

ro

interfacial zone, and the interface steadily becomes fuzzy given the number of the limited atoms

-p

at this region. Fig. 2a gives a schematic view of the cross-sections at 5 ps showing the fuzzy

re

interfaces. More atoms deform over time so that the Pd-Cu interfaces were gradually expanded

lP

into coating zones (Fig. 2b-d). At the coating zone (CZ) there were two boundaries: one

na

bounded by Cu and the other by Pd. The boundaries were indicated CZ-Cu and CZ-Pd borders
for convenient discussion.

ur

(b)

Jo

(a)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 2. The schematic view showing the cross-section of the atomic configurations gotten at: (a)
5 ps, (b) 10 ps, (c) 25 ps, and (d) 50 ps. (blue layers: copper block; yellow: palladium cluster at
1000 m/s; purple: palladium cluster at 700 m/s and grey: palladium cluster at 500 m/s)
It is clear that the Pd cluster only has a small number of copper atoms deformed into it,
but a high percentage of Pd atoms have deformed into the Cu block. Therefore, it was
considerably more rapid to migrate at the CZ-Cu border than the CZ-Pd border, which indicated

of

that asymmetric deformations are present during the coating phase. It is due to the density

ro

variance. The density of copper is less than the density of palladium. Therefore, palladium

-p

atomic bonds are much stronger than copper ones. The structure for copper fcc was, therefore,

re

easier to break as the palladium cluster deformed essentially into the block. Asymmetric

lP

deformation occurs at the Pd-Cu interface during CGDS.

na

To define the structural transformations, a quantitative ratio between non-fcc structures
and fcc structures was used in the composite counterparts (see Fig. 3), the sum of non-fcc

ur

structures increased with increasing impact time, and latter decrease due to the gradual

Jo

rearrangement of the fcc structure at the interfacial zone. MD simulation was also used to
analyze stress distribution and the degree of deviatoric deformation during impact at the
interfacial region, and Fig. 4 shows the results. The algorithm from Shimzu et al [52] was used to
predict the atoms deformation behaviour. A comparison of the atomic configurations using
OVITO was carried out for each atom , which is used to calculate the lagrangian stress matrix

given as ' = 1(2 ())* − ,) with a local deformation matrix ) . The Von Mises stress was

computed for each atom . The von Mises stress given by ' - ./. which measures the ineslastic

local deformation and is given in equation
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'- ./. = 0'12 + '32 + '31 +

'11 − '22 + ('33 − '22 ) + '33 − '11
6

(6)

At the interface of the coating, quite high concentration of stress was observed, mainly
due to the pressure and sufficiently rapid impact of high impact velocities resulted in plastic
deformation. The interface area has therefore been exposed to complex and high stress, leading

ro

initial crystal structures into disordered arrangements.

of

to a divergence from the original crystal structures of Cu and Pd atoms and a shift in the order of

-p

The mechanical energy was converted into strain and heat energy during the process of

re

coating. In turn, both the interfacial stress concentration (Fig. 4) and temperatures in the contact

lP

region were increased, which resulted in a deviation from the equilibrium of significant numbers

na

of copper atoms to create instantaneous vacancies. Although some strain energy was emitted
with rearranging the interface, some deviated Cu atoms were promoted by the combination with

ur

heat energy to migrate to the nearest neighbouring vacancies. That is to say, the Cu block was

Jo

slightly recovered during the CGDS process. Around the given atom, local atomic density could
be described by the radial distribution function, RDF g(r) [53,54]. RDFs have been conducted
in the contact zone at a different coating time and the data are compiled at different speeds in
Fig. 6 to further explain variations in the molecular structure. During the first phase of
deposition, there were small projections in the RDFs, showing the short-ranged and long-ranged
order of the crystal-structural properties. The pairs of Pd-Pd and Cu-Cu crystallinity at the
interfacial zone subsequently weakened significantly, and characteristics liquid-like nature
emerged due to plastic deformation. The fluctuation of RDFs which tended to 0 showed the
characteristics of the long-ranged disorder and short-ranged order. On the relaxation point, in the
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RDFs, some small peaks took place and the crystal structure again emerged. Therefore, the
clusters and the copper at the interfacial zone transform to liquid-like state from the crystal
structure state then evolved back into its crystal form after the impact. Fig. 5(a), (c), (e) and Fig.
5(b), (d), (f) indicates some variations in the size of the Cu-Cu pair and Pd-Pd pair peak intensity
respectively. Unlike the Cu-Cu g(r) plots, however, the Pd-Pd pair's peak intensity gradually
decreased overtime at all velocities. These results further confirmed the recuperation in distorted

Jo

ur

na

lP
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ro

of

crystals at low temperatures.

Fig. 3: Structural transformation at the Pd-Cu interfacial zone (a) non-fcc/fcc structures ratio (b)
cross-section of Pd-Cu CMM with respect to time (green: fcc structure; grey and red: non-fcc
structure)
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Fig. 4: Stress distribution of the interfacial zone at: (a)2 ps, (b) 5 ps, and (c) 10 ps : (d) 20 ps, (e)
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(b)

(c)
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(a)
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30 ps, and (f) 50 ps.

(d)
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(f)
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(e)

re

Fig. 5: Fluctuations in radial distribution functions (RDF): (a) Cu–Cu at 500 m/s and (b) Pd–Pd

lP

at 500 m/s (c) Cu–Cu at 700 m/s and (d) Pd–Pd at 700 m/s (e) Cu–Cu at 1000 m/s and (f) Pd–Pd

na

at 1000 m/s initial impact velocity.

ur

This CGDS simulations in MD, however, showed that the palladium clusters’

Jo

temperature was less than 500 K at 1000 m/s initial velocity and 350 K and 380 K at 500 m/s and
700 m/s respectively as shown in Fig. 6. These temperatures, therefore, may not be sufficiently
high to disseminate strong state response. The deformation process in CGDS has been
accelerated in order to attribute CGDS reaction-deformation to stress, strain and local fusion
(thermal effect). Otherwise, metals are usually followed by severe plastic deformation by high
strain and large shear deformations. The deformation process was more rapidly accelerated by
shear deformation [55,56]. Crystal lattice could quickly crack through shear deformation, while
the shear strain energy could surpass the strength of the deformation activation and energy
barrier.
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of
ro

re

-p

Fig. 6. The evolution of temperature profile for the cluster at 5 ps along the transverse direction.

lP

The shear stress evolution at different impact times for Pd-Cu CMM was extracted and

na

shown in Fig. 7. At the interfacial zone, a progressive shear plastic deformation region
was observed, Furthermore, the shear strain changed considerably as the impact time rose. This

ur

suggests that the interface area was deformed at higher strain rates. As a consequence, significant

Jo

numbers of palladium and copper atoms moved to both ends of the neighbouring interface from
their original stable positions during the CGDS process. Meanwhile, high instantaneous levels of
vacancy concentrations during the coating process have developed. The vacancy concentration

could be increased by the high strain rates in Pd up to 7 × 108 [57]. The vacancies might
perhaps be regarded as the finest equilibrium states for large-scale migration of heterogeneous
atoms. Inter- deformation within different atoms could be created if the Pd (or Cu side) vacancies
in the Pd-Cu interface were a new Pd atoms (or Cu atoms) equilibrium position. The chemical
reaction occurred between Pd and Cu when the concentration of Cu during the deformation
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reaches the solid solubility limit, the inter-metallic composite will be produced. The presence of

-p

ro

of

the plateau would, therefore, indicate the transitions caused by deformation during CGDS.

re

Fig. 7. The evolution of shear strain at different impact times: (a) 5 ps, (b) 10 ps, (c) 25 ps, and

na

lP

(d) 50 ps.

3.2 Force - displacement curves

ur

The visual representation of these atomic simulations enables for explicit evaluation during

Jo

the computation of atomic configurations within the system of any physical quantity including
the forces exerted by each atom that can be calculated. For visualizing and analysing atomistic
deformation data, open visualization tool (OVITO) [43] and coordination analysis [44–46] were
used. In OVITO, the atomic configurations of each palladium cluster and magnitude of the force
exerted on each atom were located before and directly after the sudden fall in the cluster’s force.
To ensure and capture the occurrence of the transition from elastic to plastic region at a different
velocity, three palladium clusters were accelerated towards Cu crystal block to investigate the
plastic deformations mechanisms due to high-speed impact. These three palladium clusters
experience a large and sudden drop in their force after impact. Fig. 8 shows the force-
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displacement curve at different cluster velocity. Due to this high impact velocity, all the three
clusters experience force drop suddenly after impact. This section focuses on the initial
deformation event to investigate the deformation mechanism during this first sudden force drop

Jo

ur
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of

at 24 Å for the 500 m/s, 28 Å for 700 m/s and 37 Å for 1000 m/s.
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Fig 8: The force – vertical displacement curves with 500 m/s, 700 m/s and 1000 m/s cluster
initial velocity.

This simulation of deformation and retraction was conducted to verify that such initial
sudden force declines are correlated with permanent plastic failure occurrences. The force
magnitude on each palladium cluster was calculated on every displacement as soon as the cluster

of

retracted after it deforms to the depths corresponding to the sudden force drop. It was discovered

ro

that the retraction of these clusters atoms at this initial stage makes the cluster force to quickly

-p

drop considerably. This implied that the cluster had been separated momentarily from the Cu

re

atoms and that the Cu atoms could not recuperate from the deformation. Consequently, the

lP

deformation linked to these abrupt drops of force was the irreversible, energetically stable

na

deformation. Fig. 9 shows the force-displacement curves for the simulations of deformation and
retraction for minor force events with 24 Å, 28 Å and 37 Å displacements along z-direction

ur

corresponding to the initial force drop. These occurrences reflected elastic mobility of atoms

Jo

underneath the palladium cluster. The deformation and refraction at these displacements
determined this event. The force at each displacement was equal to the corresponding
displacement force as the clusters were retracted.

21

of

Fig. 9: The force-displacement curves before sudden force drop with 500 m/s, 700 m/s and 1000

ro

m/s cluster initial velocity (The trend of data is shown by the dotted lines, not physical

re

-p

quantities).

lP

The mechanism associated with these plastic events had to be determined because these

na

sudden forces drop initially experienced by palladium clusters were the energetically stable
plastic deformations in the Cu layer. As already described, the hypothesized mechanism of

ur

deformation was proposed for broken bonds to occur [26,28]. The method adopted in this study

Jo

was, therefore, to explicitly analyze directly the atomic bond between atoms before and after the
event of a sudden drop in the cluster force (transition from elastic to plastic). This was done
primarily to establish if the unexpected drop in the cluster force was due to the breaking of bonds
between the atoms of copper layers. To do that analysis, the atomic bond of all pairs of atoms in
the interfacial zone was computed by the OVITO. The create bonds modifier in OVITO creates
bonds between particles using a pair-wise cut-off criterion. The visual appearance of the
generated bonds is controlled by the bonds displayed. It was surprisingly noted that no bonds
were broken during the initial plastic deformation event (first force drop) in the analysis of the
atoms' bonding before and after plastic events (Fig.10). The primary deformation mechanism
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related to the initial cluster force drop event has therefore been shown not to be a result of broken
bonds. For this initial plastic deformation to occur, stable energetically and permanent another
deformation mechanism must be considered. Therefore, the hydrodynamic behaviour between
bonded atoms at this initial plastic deformation event resulted from the interaction of surface
roughness at the interfacial zone, strong pressure effect from high-velocity impact, and the
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combination of locking due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and local fusion (thermal effect)
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Fig. 10: a snapshot of the bonding mechanism at the interfacial zone with 500 m/s impact
velocity and 300 K (a) first contact view at 7 ps (b) magnified view of the first contact (c)
contact view at 50 ps (d) magnified view of the contact at 50 ps

3.3 Interfacial Bonding Strength at a different initial impact velocity
The interface bond energy demonstrated bonding strength and compatibility between the Cu
substrate and Pd clusters. The Pd-Cu CMM interface bond energy can be described with
interfacial bonding strength (IBS) and interfacial shearing strength (ISS). The compatibility and
interface strength of the composite materials resulted from the higher binding energy. The
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following described the method of calculating interfacial bonding energy [58]. The total energy
*)

of the molecular system (
and the kinetic energy (

is the addition of the potential energy (

? </; @ ).

9:;/<; => )

of the system

The summation of intermolecular potential energy, potential

energy and interaction energy gives the molecular potential energy. The intermolecular potential

=

? </; @

=

9:;/<; =>

F=< B=D G==>.

+

/>/@;D:.;=; @

+

C1BD:E/< A:<B

(7)
(8)
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Van der Waals energy
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*
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and electrostatic energy (

C1BD:E/< A:<B ),

ro

F=< B=D G==>. ),

includes hydrogen binding energy (

-p

(

<:<8A:<B )

re

energy (

na

At different impact velocity for Pd-Cu CMM, the interfacial bonding energy is given by Eq. 9

*,

where

−(

=

*

JB

and

JB

+

Jo

<;/D I=@/

ur

[39]:

KL

KL

)

(9)

are the potential energy of Pd-Cu CMM, Pd cluster and Cu respectively.

Another way of characterizing interfacial bonding energy is the interfacial shearing
strength. Interfacial shearing strength which is the energy required for the total extraction of the
nanomaterials from the composites can be deduce
<;/D I=@/ .

9L>>:L;

9L>>:L; .

This energy is equal in magnitude to

Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 can be used to calculate the interfacial shearing energy [59].

=O

<;/D I=@/ O

= P3UW QR ST = P3UW 2XR ST = P2UW 2ℎ(Z − [ )R ST = ℎR Z
3UV

3UV

2UV
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(10)

R =

O

<;/D I=@/ O

(11)

ℎZ

Where Z, ℎ and X are the length, width and cross-section area of the palladium cluster,

of

respectively. The drawing direction coordinate is denoted by z. R is the shear stress.

ro

As Table 2 shows, each model's potential energy values were measured for 50 ps at its

-p

equilibrium process. Hence, Pd-Cu CMMs’ potential energy is substantially greater than that of

re

pure Cu. The negative values of interfacial bonding energy indicated higher interaction between

lP

the Pd cluster and the Cu substrate. Fig. 11 shows the calculated Pd-Cu CMM' interface bonding
energy with different initial impact velocities at 50 ps impact time. From these results, the

na

calculated interfacial bonding energy for Pd-Cu CMM at 500 m/s, 700 m/s and 1000 m/s are

ur

found to be -1346.56 kcal/mol, -1343.28 kcal/mol, and -1244.3 kcal/mol respectively and the

Jo

interfacial shearing strength corresponding to these velocities are 27.5 MPa, 27.26 MPa, and 25.3
MPa. In other words, there is no significant difference in the interfacial strength of Pd-Cu CMM
for 500 m/s and 700 m/s. Furthermore, the higher interfacial bonding energy and interfacial
shearing strength value of the interface at 500 m/s and 700 m/s implies that the interfacial
bonding strength between Pd and Cu is larger so that the region of impact on Cu surface is more
compact within a certain range after impact
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Table 2: The Pd-Cu CMM interaction energy

Velocity

JB

KL

\] ^/%`^

*

\] ^/%`^

\] ^/%`^

a<;/D I=@/

\] ^/%`^

1289.62

3580.76

3523.62

-1346.56

700 m/s

3447.8

1275.62

3515.47

-1343.28

1000 m/s

3499.78

1192.92

3551.25

of

500 m/s

re
lP

1340

1260

27.0

26.0
25.5

ur

1300

27.5

26.5

na

1320

1280

IBS
ISS

25.0

Jo

Interfacial Bonding Energy, KCal/mol [x (-1)]

1360

24.5

1240

24.0
500 m/s

700 m/s

1000 m/s

Initial Impact Velocity

Fig. 11: The interfacial binding energy of Pd-Cu CMM
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Interfacial shear strength, MPa

-p

ro

-1244.39

4. Conclusions
Molecular dynamic simulations were used to explore the atomic deformation behaviours
and bonding mechanism at the interfacial zone of Pd-Cu CMM during CGDS. The following are
the conclusions of the study:
1. The variation in the concentration of Pd and that of Cu caused the Pd front to migrate

experiences asymmetric deformation during CGDS.

of

with much faster velocity than the Cu front, and the interfacial zone between Pd and Cu

ro

2. During the CGDS process, the region of the interface was subjected to complex and high

-p

stress, turning the perfect fcc-structures of Cu into a chaotic configuration, increasing the

re

non-fcc-structures number over time.

lP

3. The RDF peak intensity gradually decreased overtime at all velocities as the impact time

na

increases. These results confirmed the recuperation in distorted crystals at low
temperatures during the coating process.

ur

4. The deformation during the CGDS is an unsteady and dynamic process. The deformation

Jo

during this process is mainly due to elevated shear strain rate and shear plastic
deformation at the interface of the contact region.
5. From this study, it was shown using force-displacement curves that the primary
deformation mechanism related to the initial force drop event of the palladium cluster has
therefore been shown not to be a result of broken bonds. For this initial plastic
deformation to occur, stable energetically and permanent another deformation mechanism
must be considered. Therefore, the hydrodynamic behaviour between bonded atoms at
this initial plastic deformation event resulted from the interaction of surface roughness at
the interfacial zone, strong pressure effect from high-velocity impact, and the

28

combination of locking due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and local fusion (thermal
effect)
6. The higher interfacial bonding energy and interfacial shearing strength value of the
interface at 500 m/s and 700 m/s implies that the interfacial bonding strength between Pd
and Cu is larger so that the region of impact on Cu surface is more compact within a

of

certain range after impact

ro
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Highlights:
• Molecular dynamics modelling of CGDS between Pd-Cu composite metal membrane
(CMM)
• Interface deformation behaviours and the interface bonding mechanism were examined
• The deformation process is promoted by plastic deformation and shear strain rate
• CGDS deformation was found to be an unsteady and dynamic process
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